WILDCATS CRUSH DARTMOUTH

New Hampshire Piles Up Thirteen First Downs During Opening Half Game

NOX, HAPHEY AND MCCORMAN SCORERS

New Hampshire First to SCORCH DARTMOUTH This Year

New Hampshire topped Lowell textile at the football home game Friday afternoon. In the first half alone the Wildcats scored 27 points, while the visiting team was held to two first downs and a field goal. The final score was 42-3 in favor of the Wildcats, who have now defeated Dartmouth three years in a row.

HOOVER LEADS COLLEGE POLLS BY 10,000 VOTES

FIRST INTERCOLLEGIATE STRAW VOTE SHOWS 7,000 VOTES BEHIND ROOSEVELT

SOCIALIST SENTIMENT DECIDEDLY IN FAVOR OF THOMAS AMONG STUDENTS

Roosevelt leads the poll by almost 3,000 votes.

MOVEMENT LED BY EIGHT HOUSES--FOUR MORE FAVORABLE TO PLAN

PRESIDENT GIVES BIG OVATION BY STUDENTS

Dawson was given a big ovation for his political convocation.

FOURTH GROUP OPPOSE POLICY OF LEARNOURTH

Three groups opposed the plan for clean up politics.

NEW HAMPSHIRE RESUMES FOOTBALL RELATIONS WITH GREEN AFTER DECade

Ralph Wigglesworth

Norman Thomas Subject of Service Pole by First Student Speaker at Political Convoy

Intra-mural Debating Held Winter Term

Edward A. Dawson, director of University activities, announced the results of the presidential poll. All appointments interested in debating should file an application with Mr. Dawson, 1323 Massachusetts Ave. by November 29. Both will be held in the gymnasium. The first will be held on Tuesday, November 22, and will be broadcast by radio. The second will be held on Thursday, November 24, and will be broadcast by radio.

WILDCATS FACE INDIANS FIRST TIME IN DECADE

Fall House Parties to Follow Game

Graffam Pilots Great Improvised Team Against Ill-Fated Big Green Forces Boasting Fishman, Morton, Hoffman--Victory Expected by Dartmouth

By Robert E. Dow

New Hampshire has been out of the football scene for a decade. Last week the Wildcats journeyed to Philadelphia where they eked out a 6-0 victory. Then the Indians went to West Point, where they are taking the game as a breather before their showdown against the Blue and White of Army.
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Up Washington

Cortez Calls Debate Tournaments

Varsity and Frosh Teams to be Organized Soon--Interracial Agreement

The plan for clean up politics.
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The New Hampshire
November 3, 1932

Editorial

Dawson Given Big Ovation by Students

(Department of Papers, November 2, 1932)

As a Russian with red hair and blue eyes, I cannot reach for the Russian goods, but I can reach for the Russian literature. On the contrary, Norman Thomas looks a bit more like a Dutchman with a high-domed head—not unlike John William Demarest, whom the school has appeared as the author of a Russian with red hair and blue eyes. The New Hampshire Outing Club received an ovation from the New Hampshire Outing Club members, who were present in the New Hampshire Outing Club.

Owing to its inherent value, it is difficult to determine what the New Hampshire Outing Club actually did in Maynard's remarks. It is certain that the New Hampshire Outing Club members present were present in the New Hampshire Outing Club.

No raw tobaccos in Luckies

We buy the finest, the very finest tobaccos in all the world—but that does not explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never thought of "Nature in the Raw" as "Society's Mild Sombre"—so these fine tobaccos, after proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by the words—"It's toasted." That's why folks in every town, city, and hamlet now know that Luckies are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted.

That package of mild Luckies.
by Robert A. Dow, ex-Cub Reporter

Having enjoyed a week's vacation, the writer has returned to his usual condition for the Barstow week end.

I hope you all enjoyed Ms. Moffit's complimentary affairs, or contributions, of last week's, and wish you all a week of solid enjoyment.

I wish to announce that I would not seek to form any political beliefs. I am for Mr. Powell, and have no doubt that he will be successfully elected. I wish to thank the last of the party.

Mr. John McEachin, former Sport and Economist of the Hope News, is now the principal of the Hope High School.

Both are very interesting. Of the trio named broke loose on the second half. One of the most interesting was the third in the second minute.

And here are a few scores of my own. If New Hampshire plays you will notice that the Brown, the boys will win either 12 or 34. Notre Dame would win easily.

New Philo Radio $18.75
CALL TO SEE IT
J. W. GRANT

NOTICE
You may now obtain a Good Bit as in the picture at
TODAY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,

Boat Park
19c
Road Fun
2c
Boost Fun of Land
5c

two free with each delivery.

ROBERT'S CORNER GROCERY
Phone 119

SHOE REPAIRING
Shoes Shined
GEORGE DATCHELL
DURRUM, N. H.

THE EXETER JUN
EXETER, N. H.

EACH WORLD'S
EACH WORLD'S
TOWN AND COUNTRY

DOVER.

DAERIS TEA ROOM
Located at the Morrill Block and American House.
Drop in for lunch, too or regular meals. The same prices, the same quality.
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FACULTY POLL

Supplementary to the special general roll taken of the student body at ‘The New Hampshire’ two weeks ago, a poll has been taken of the faculty on the question of student election, only a third of the student body voting. The vote was won by 180 votes over Roosevelt, 27 who were absent. This means an immediate student election would be held.

However, the faculty roll, in which about half of the faculty voted, shows a different trend. The faculty poll, in which about half of the faculty voted, shows a different trend. However, the faculty poll, in which about half of the faculty voted, shows a different trend.
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Edward Dawson is a member of the Clark School team. He nipped the Brown Freshmen 6-0. Dawson Given Big Ovation by Students.
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